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This is a comprehensive study of Irish Viking graves and grave-goods and includes a detailed analysis of the KilmainhamIslandbridge burial complex, and with a fully illustrated catalogue and typological discussion of the grave-goods.
This volume offers a novel, trans-regional vision of Viking Age (9th-11th century) cultural and political contacts between
Scandinavia and the eastern coasts of the Baltic Sea, using predominantly archaeological evidence, combined with historical
sources, topography and logistical considerations.
'It is one of the most remarkable aspects of Viking Age England that... there are very few Viking grave" - Richards (2000). This
study, by examining all the evidence for Viking settlement, and by looking at burial practices within the entire English social milieu
aims to understand why this might be. For comparative purposes it also looks at evidence for burial practices in Viking Age
Scotland, Ireland and the Isle of Man.
Explore magnificent fjords, museum-hop in Oslo, and bask in the glow of northern lights: Get to know your inner Viking with Moon
Norway. Inside you'll find: Flexible itineraries including three days in Oslo, the best of Norway in one week, four days in Arctic
Norway, and a two-week fjord road trip Strategic advice for outdoor adventurers, families, history buffs, foodies, road-trippers, and
more Do more than sightsee: Hike to cliffs that soar over glacial lakes and take the perfect photo of Geirangerfjord's slender
waterfalls. Hop in the car and drive over islets and skerries on the Atlantic Road, wander through fishing villages along Norway's
dramatic coastline, or admire the architecture in cosmopolitan Oslo. Savor sustainable salmon at Michelin-starred restaurants,
taste farm-to-table delicacies, or mingle with the locals at a neighborhood pub. See the impressive restored vessels at the Viking
Ship Museum or trek to the best spots to see the mystical aurora borealis dance across the sky Discover the real Norway with
expert insight from Norwegian transplant David Nikel Full-color photos and detailed maps throughout Helpful tools including a
Norwegian phrasebook, packing suggestions, and travel tips for international visitors, families with kids, seniors and LGBTQ+
travelers Detailed background on the landscape, climate, wildlife, and culture With Moon Norway's practical tips and local insight,
you can experience the best of Norway. Exploring more of Northern Europe? Try Moon Copenhagen & Beyond or Moon Iceland.
The analysis of silk is a fascinating topic for research in itself but here, focusing on the 9th and 10th centuries, Marianne Vedeler
takes a closer look at the trade routes and the organization of production, trade and consumption of silk during the Viking Age.
Beginning with a presentation of the silk finds in the Oseberg burial, the richest Viking burial find ever discovered, the other silk
finds from high status graves in Scandinavia are discussed along with an introduction to the techniques used to produce raw silk
and fabrics. Later chapters concentrate on trade and exchange, considering the role of silk items both as trade objects and
precious gifts, and in the light of coin finds. The main trade routes of silk to Scandinavia along the Russian rivers, and comparable
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Russian finds are described and the production and regulation of silk in Persia, early Islamic production areas and the Byzantine
Empire discussed. The final chapter considers silk as a social actor in various contexts in Viking societies compared to the
Christian west.
The journal welcomes papers on historical, literary, archaeological, cultural, and artistic themes, particularly interdisciplinary
papers and those that make an innovative and significant contribution to the understanding of the early medieval world and
stimulate further discussion. For submission details please see the association website: www.aema.net.au. Submissions then may
be sent to journal@aema.net.au.
This book provides a full overview of the archaeology of the Vikings in Scotland, incorporating many results from the recent period
of intense fieldwork and excavation. This work has necessitated a thorough re-appraisal of our knowledge of the process, nature
and extent of Scandinavian settlement in Scotland. Concentrating on the Viking and Late Norse periods which span the eight to
thirteenth centuries in northern and western Scotland, the chronological range allows for the Norse impact to be placed in its wider
context, commencing with the native background. The scope of the book will enable Scotland, archaeologically one of the best
documented areas of the Viking world, to be placed in the overall context of the period in Europe. Fully illustrated with over ninety
photographs, figures and distribution maps, this book will be accessible to students and teachers of the Viking Age, and the
archaeology and history of Scotland, as well as to the general reader.* First survey of Viking Archaeology in over 50 years* Written
by two Viking experts
The archaeology of death is a central aspect of our attempts to understand vanished societies. Through funeral remains we learn
of the attitudes of prehistoric peoples to death and the afterlife, and also of their social organisation.
The Isle of Man is rich in the remains of the Vikings. Its unique carved stones with their runic inscriptions, its rich grave-finds, silver hoards
and fortifications, tell of the development of a Norse kingdom which became a major element in the control of the Viking seaways between
Scandinavia and Dublin. This book provides the first detailed view of one of the most important Viking settlements in the West.
Featuring the latest scientific techniques and findings, this book is the definitive account of the Viking Great Army’s journey and how their
presence forever changed England. When the Viking Great Army swept through England between 865 and 878 CE, the course of English
history was forever changed. The people of the British Isles had become accustomed to raids for silver and prisoners, but 865 CE saw a
fundamental shift as the Norsemen stayed through winter and became immersed in the heart of the nation. The Viking army was here to stay.
This critical period for English history led to revolutionary changes in the fabric of society, creating the growth of towns and industry,
transforming power politics, and ultimately leading to the rise of Alfred the Great and Wessex as the preeminent kingdom of Anglo-Saxon
England. Authors Dawn Hadley and Julian Richards, specialists in Anglo-Saxon and Viking Age archaeology, draw on the most up-to-date
scientific techniques and excavations, including their recent research at the Great Army’s camp at Torksey. Together they unravel the
movements of the Great Army across England like a detective story, while piecing together a new picture of the Vikings in unimaginable
detail. Hadley and Richards unearth the swords and jewelry the Vikings manufactured, examine how they buried their great warriors, and
which everyday objects they discarded. These discoveries revolutionized what is known of the size, complexity, and social make-up of the
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army. Like all good stories, this one has plenty of heroes and villains, and features a wide array of vivid illustrations, including site views,
plans, weapons, and hoards. This exciting volume tells the definitive account of a vital period in Norse and British history and is a must-have
for history and archaeology lovers.
A large-scale investigation into grave goods (c. 4000 BC-AD 43), enabling a new level of understanding of mortuary practice, material culture,
technological innovation and social transformation.
Viking Graves and Grave-Goods in Ireland
Conversion to Christianity is arguably the most revolutionary social and cultural change that Europe experienced throughout Late Antiquity
and the early Middle Ages. Christianisation affected all strata of society and transformed not only religious beliefs and practices, but also the
nature of government, the priorities of the economy, the character of kinship, and gender relations. It is against this backdrop that an
international array of leading medievalists gathered under the auspices of the Converting the Isles Research Network (funded by the
Leverhulme Trust) to investigate social, economic, and cultural aspects of conversion in the early medieval Insular world, covering different
parts of Britain, Ireland, Scandinavia, and Iceland. This is the first of two volumes showcasing research generated through the Network's
activities. This volume focuses on specific aspects of the introduction of Christianity into the early medieval Insular world, including the nature
and degree of missionary activity involved, socio-economic stimulants for conversion, as well as the depiction and presentation of a Christian
saint. Its companion volume has the transformation of landscape as its main theme. By adopting a broad comparative and cross-disciplinary
approach that transcends national boundaries, the material presented here and in volume II offers novel perspectives on conversion that
challenge existing historiographical narratives and draw on up-to-date archaeological and written evidence in order to shed light on central
issues pertaining to the conversion of the Isles.
A look at the ancient Scandinavian peoples.
The Oseberg ship burial is a Viking Age burial mound containing a double female inhumation, which is located in the Oslofjord area in
Norway. Through dendrochronological analysis it has been possible to determine the year in which the timbers of the grave chamber were
felled, and the burial has consequently been dated to AD834. A popular study of Oseberg has been that of focusing on the women buried in
the mound in order to give them an identity. At first Snorri Sturluson's Ynglingasaga was used and it was proposed that the burial was that of
Queen Åsa or of Queen Alvhild, who are the only two queens mentioned in the saga.There are many questions and mysteries about Oseberg
that have not yet been answered. We still do not know for sure who was buried in the mound, what position this person held in society and
why she was given such a large burial. It is also unclear whether one woman was the most important or whether the two were equally so, if
they were related in some way or if they had similar functions in the community. I believe that Oseberg should be viewed within a wider
context and compared to female high status burials from the Germanic Iron Age as well as to other burials from the Viking Age. Iron Age
burials directly precede Viking Age ones, so that some of the particular characteristics of Oseberg might find an explanation in the earlier
Germanic mortuaryThe burial was formed by pulling a ship ashore, placing it in a trench, and building a grave chamber on its deck. The aft
and fore of the ship, together with the grave chamber, were then filled with a large amount of grave goods; the fore of the ship was also
occupied by many sacrificed animals which, because of their position, are thought to have been killed outside the ship and then placed on
it.The Oseberg mound was first excavated in 1903 and 1904, and since then it has been studied extensively. Many aspects of the burial have
been considered by scholars, who have tried to reconstruct the events of the early 9th century in order to explain its grandness and
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significance.3 The mound has provided much interesting and unique archaeological material, thanks to the excellent preservation conditions
which enabled wooden objects to survive underground for almost 1200 years. Probably the most important part of this burial is the
wonderfully carved ship, which is 21.5 meters/70.5 feet long and 5.1 meters/16.7 foot wide.4 This ship, an early Viking Age construction, was
useful in increasing our knowledge of Viking age ship building and sailing. Although it is thought by some that it was not suitable for ocean
voyages, it is nonetheless very well built and highly decorated.5 Other important finds from the burial include decorated wagons and sledges,
a wide variety of everyday objects and some woven tapestries.When first excavated, the burial was thought to be that of a Viking Age
chieftain, but it soon became apparent that it was lacking the weapons and other artefacts common in male graves, whilst it abounded in
everyday objects such as kitchen utensils, which are normally associated with females. The discovery of two human skeletons instead of one
also came as a surprise.6 Further studies proved that the burial was a double female inhumation and this led to it being labelled "unique".
There has been much speculation about who was buried in the mound and about which one of the two skeletons was the most important
figure.Relevant Keywords:Nordic Vikings Medieval Culture Viking Age QueensOseberg burialQueen Åsa or of Queen AlvhildSagaIron Age
Germanic societiesRunestonespre-Christian customsIron Age GermanicThe shipThe human remainsThe grave goodsThe tapestriesThe
animal sacrificesEvaluation of the richness of the Oseberg burialScandinavian Iron Age and Viking Age female high status burialsThree
possible sorceress burials from Birkacontaining a double female inhumationSnorri Sturluson
For over 25 years The Handbook of British Archaeology has been the foremost guide to archaeological methods, artefacts and monuments,
providing clear explanations of all specialist terms used by archaeologists. This completely revised and updated edition is packed with the
latest information and now includes the most recent developments in archaeological science. Meticulously researched, every section has
been extensively updated by a team of experts. There are chapters devoted to each of the archaeological periods found in Britain, as well as
two chapters on techniques and the nature of archaeological remains. All the common artefacts, types of sites and current theories and
methods are covered. The growing interest in post-medieval and industrial archaeology is fully explored in a brand new section dealing with
these crucial periods. Hundreds of new illustrations enable instant comparison and identification of objects and monuments - from Palaeolithic
handaxes to post-medieval gravestones. Several maps pinpoint the key sites, and other features include an extensive bibliography and a
detailed index. The Handbook of British Archaeology is the most comprehensive resource book available and is essential for anyone with an
interest in the subject - from field archaeologists and academics to students, heritage professionals, Time Team followers and amateur
enthusiasts.
The forms by which a deceased person may be brought to rest are as many as there are causes of death. In most societies the disposal of
the corpse is accompanied by some form of celebration or ritual which may range from a simple act of deportment in solitude to the
engagement of large masses of people in laborious and creative festivities. In a funerary context the term ritual may be taken to represent a
process that incorporates all the actions performed and thoughts expressed in connection with a dying and dead person, from the preparatory
pre-death stages to the final deposition of the corpse and the post-mortem stages of grief and commemoration. The contributions presented
here are focused not on the examination of different funerary practices, their function and meaning, but on the changes of such rituals _ how
and when they occurred and how they may be explained. Based on case studies from a range of geographical regions and from different
prehistoric and historical periods, a range of key themes are examined concerning belief and ritual, body and deposition, place, performance
and commemoration, exploring a complex web of practices.
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The exotic and impressive grave goods from burials of the ÔWessex CultureÕ in Early Bronze Age Britain are well known and have inspired
influential social and economic hypotheses, invoking the former existence of chiefs, warriors and merchants and high-ranking pastoralists.
Alternative theories have sought to explain the how display of such objects was related to religious and ritual activity rather than to economic
status, and that groups of artefacts found in certain graves may have belonged to religious specialists. This volume is the result of a major
research that aimed to investigate Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age grave goods in relation to their possible use as special dress
accessories or as equipment employed within ritual activities and ceremonies. Many items of adornment can be shown to have formed
elements of elaborate costumes, probably worn by individuals, both male and female, who held important ritual roles within society.
Furthermore, the analysis has shown that various categories of object long interpreted as mundane types of tool were in fact items of bodily
adornment or implements used in ritual contexts, or in the special embellishment of the human body. Although never intended to form a
complete catalogue of all the relevant artefacts from England the volume provides an extensive, and intensively illustrated, overview of a
large proportion of the grave goods from English burial sites.
The popular sequel to his award-winning Lost in the Barrens, this is Farley Mowat’s suspense-filled story of how Awasin, Jamie and
Peetryuk, three adventure-prone boys, stumble upon a cache of Viking relics in an ancient tomb somewhere in the north of Canada. Packed
with excitement and with little-known information about the customs of Viking explorers, this story of survival portrays the bond of youthful
friendship and the wonders of a virtually unexplored land.
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September 2016 First exams: Summer 2018 An
OCR endorsed textbook Let SHP successfully steer you through the OCR B specification with an exciting, enquiry-based series, combining
best practice teaching methods and worthwhile tasks to develop students' historical knowledge and skills. B” Tackle unfamiliar topics with
confidence: B” Ease the transition to GCSE: /BStep-by-step enquiries inspired by best practice in KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and
ensure continuous progression within and across unitsbrbrB” Build the knowledge and understanding that students need to succeed: /BThe
scaffolded three-part task structure enables students to record, reflect on and review their learningbrbrB” Boost student performance:
/BSuitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear explanations make key concepts accessible to allbrbrB”
Rediscover your enthusiasm for source work: /BA range of purposeful, intriguing visual and written source material is embedded at the heart
of each investigation to enhance understanding
Thomas DuBois unravels for the first time the history of the Nordic religions in the Viking Age. "A seminal study of Nordic religions that future
scholars will not be able to avoid."—Church History
The definitive history of the Vikings -- from arts and culture to politics and cosmology -- by a distinguished archaeologist with decades of
expertise The Viking Age -- from 750 to 1050 -- saw an unprecedented expansion of the Scandinavian peoples into the wider world. As
traders and raiders, explorers and colonists, they ranged from eastern North America to the Asian steppe. But for centuries, the Vikings have
been seen through the eyes of others, distorted to suit the tastes of medieval clerics and Elizabethan playwrights, Victorian imperialists,
Nazis, and more. None of these appropriations capture the real Vikings, or the richness and sophistication of their culture. Based on the latest
archaeological and textual evidence, Children of Ash and Elm tells the story of the Vikings on their own terms: their politics, their cosmology
and religion, their material world. Known today for a stereotype of maritime violence, the Vikings exported new ideas, technologies, beliefs,
and practices to the lands they discovered and the peoples they encountered, and in the process were themselves changed. From Eirík
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Bloodaxe, who fought his way to a kingdom, to Gudrid Thorbjarnardóttir, the most traveled woman in the world, Children of Ash and Elm is
the definitive history of the Vikings and their time.
Through runic inscriptions and behind the veil of myth, Jesch discovers the true story of viking women.
The Viking Diaspora presents the early medieval migrations of people, language and culture from mainland Scandinavia to new homes in the
British Isles, the North Atlantic, the Baltic and the East as a form of ‘diaspora’. It discusses the ways in which migrants from Russia in the
east to Greenland in the west were conscious of being connected not only to the people and traditions of their homelands, but also to other
migrants of Scandinavian origin in many other locations. Rather than the movements of armies, this book concentrates on the movements of
people and the shared heritage and culture that connected them. This on-going contact throughout half a millennium can be traced in the
laws, literatures, material culture and even environment of the various regions of the Viking diaspora. Judith Jesch considers all of these
connections, and highlights in detail significant forms of cultural contact including gender, beliefs and identities. Beginning with an overview of
Vikings and the Viking Age, the nature of the evidence available, and a full exploration of the concept of ‘diaspora’, the book then provides a
detailed demonstration of the appropriateness of the term to the world peopled by Scandinavians. This book is the first to explain
Scandinavian expansion using this model, and presents the Viking Age in a new and exciting way for students of Vikings and medieval
history.

The series Religion and Society (RS) contributes to the exploration of religions as social systems – both in Western and nonWestern societies; in particular, it examines religions in their differentiation from, and intersection with, other cultural systems, such
as art, economy, law and politics. Due attention is given to paradigmatic case or comparative studies that exhibit a clear theoretical
orientation with the empirical and historical data of religion and such aspects of religion as ritual, the religious imagination,
constructions of tradition, iconography, or media. In addition, the formation of religious communities, their construction of identity,
and their relation to society and the wider public are key issues of this series.
The Viking reputation is of bloodthirsty seafaring warriors, repeatedly plundering the British Isles and the North Atlantic throughout
the early Middle Ages. Yet Vikings were also traders, settlers, and farmers, with a complex artistic and linguistic culture, whose
expansion overseas led them to cross the Atlantic for the first time in European history. Highlighting the latest archaeological
evidence, Julian Richards reveals the whole Viking world: their history, society and culture, and their expansion overseas for trade,
colonization, and plunder. We also look at the Viking identity, through their artistic expression, rune stones, their ships, and their
religion. The Viking story is also brought up to date, by examining their legacy from the medieval Icelandic sagas to 19th Century
nationalism, Wagner, and the Nazis. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.
A selection of papers from the 13th Viking Congress focusing on the northern, central, and eastern regions of Anglo-Saxon
England colonised by invading Danish armies in the late 9th century, known as the Danelaw. This volume contributes to many of
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the unresolved scholarly debates surrounding the concept, and extent of the Danelaw.
The majority of literature about the Viking period, based on artifacts or written sources, covers battles, kings, chiefs and
mercenaries, long distance travel and colonization, trade, and settlement. Less is said about the life of those that stayed at home
or those that immigrated into Scandinavia, whether voluntarily or by force. This book uses results from the examination of a
substantial corpus of Swedish osteological material to discuss aspects of demography and health in the Viking period – those
which would have been visible and recognizable in the faces or physical appearances of the individuals concerned. It explores the
effects of migration, from the spread of new diseases such as leprosy to patterns of movement and integration of immigrants into
society. The skeletal material also allows the study of levels of violence, attitudes towards disablement, and the care provided by
Viking communities. An overview of the worldwide phenomenon of modified teeth also gives insight into the practice of deliberate
physical embellishment and body modification. The interdisciplinary approach to questions regarding ordinary life presented here
will broaden the knowledge about society during the Viking Age. The synthesis of the Swedish unburnt human skeletal remains
dated to the Viking age will be a valuable resource for future research and provides an in-depth view on Viking age society.
Bodzia is a unique, elite cemetery in Poland from the Late Viking Age. Its pecularities are defined by the number of rich burials of
incomers whose origins were connected with the Slavic, Nomadic Khazarian and Scandinavian milieus.
Edited volume on what archaeological mortuary analysis can tell researchers about gender relations in the ancient world.
In the tradition of Stacy Schiff’s Cleopatra, Brown lays to rest the hoary myth that Viking society was ruled by men and celebrates
the dramatic lives of female Viking warriors “Once again, Brown brings Viking history to vivid, unexpected life—and in the process,
turns what we thought we knew about Norse culture on its head. Superb.” —Scott Weidensaul, author of New York Times
bestselling A World on the Wing "Magnificent. It captured me from the very first page..." —Pat Shipman, author of The Invaders "A
complex, important, and delightful addition to women’s history." —Pamela D. Toler, author of Women Warriors: An Unexpected
History In 2017, DNA tests revealed to the collective shock of many scholars that a Viking warrior in a high-status grave in Birka,
Sweden was actually a woman. The Real Valkyrie weaves together archaeology, history, and literature to imagine her life and
times, showing that Viking women had more power and agency than historians have imagined. Nancy Marie Brown uses science
to link the Birka warrior, whom she names Hervor, to Viking trading towns and to their great trade route east to Byzantium and
beyond. She imagines her life intersecting with larger-than-life but real women, including Queen Gunnhild Mother-of-Kings, the
Viking leader known as The Red Girl, and Queen Olga of Kyiv. Hervor’s short, dramatic life shows that much of what we have
taken as truth about women in the Viking Age is based not on data, but on nineteenth-century Victorian biases. Rather than
holding the household keys, Viking women in history, law, saga, poetry, and myth carry weapons. These women brag, “As heroes
we were widely known—with keen spears we cut blood from bone.” In this compelling narrative Brown brings the world of those
valkyries and shield-maids to vivid life.
Follow an epic story of the Viking Age that traces the historical trail of an ancient piece of jewelry found in a Viking grave in
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England to its origins thousands of miles east in India. An acclaimed bioarchaeologist, Catrine Jarman has used cutting-edge
forensic techniques to spark her investigation into the history of the Vikings who came to rest in British soil. By examining teeth
that are now over one thousand years old, she can determine childhood diet—and thereby where a person was likely born. With
radiocarbon dating, she can ascertain a death-date down to the range of a few years. And her research offers enlightening new
visions of the roles of women and children in Viking culture. Three years ago, a Carnelian bead came into her temporary
possession. River Kings sees her trace the path of this ancient piece of jewelry back to eighth-century Baghdad and India,
discovering along the way that the Vikings’ route was far more varied than we might think—that with them came people from the
Middle East, not just Scandinavia, and that the reason for this unexpected integration between the Eastern and Western worlds
may well have been a slave trade running through the Silk Road, all the way to Britain. Told as a riveting history of the Vikings and
the methods we use to understand them, this is a major reassessment of the fierce, often-mythologized voyagers of the North—and
of the global medieval world as we know it.
The Early Anglo-Saxon Period is characterized archaeologically by the regular deposition of artefacts in human graves in England.
The scope for dating these objects and graves has long been studied, but it has typically proved easier to identify and enumerate
the chronological problems of the material than to solve them. Prior to the work of the project reported on here, therefore, there
was no comprehensive chronological framework for Early Anglo-Saxon Archaeology, and the level of detail and precision in dates
that could be suggested was low. The evidence has now been studied afresh using a co-ordinated suite of dating techniques, both
traditional and new: a review and revision of artefact-typology; seriation of grave-assemblages using correspondence analysis;
high-precision radiocarbon dating of selected bone samples; and Bayesian modelling using the results of all of these. These were
focussed primarily on the later part of the Early Anglo-Saxon Period, starting in the 6th century. This research has produced a new
chronological framework, consisting of sequences of phases that are separate for male and female burials but nevertheless
mutually consistent and coordinated. These will allow archaeologists to assign grave-assemblages and a wide range of individual
artefact-types to defined phases that are associated with calendrical date-ranges whose limits are expressed to a specific degree
of probability. Important unresolved issues include a precise adjustment for dietary effects on radiocarbon dates from human
skeletal material. Nonetheless the results of this project suggest the cessation of regular burial with grave goods in Anglo-Saxon
England two decades or even more before the end of the seventh century. That creates a limited but important discrepancy with
the current numismatic chronology of early English sceattas. The wider implications of the results for key topics in Anglo-Saxon
archaeology and social, economic and religious history are discussed to conclude the report.
Anglo-Saxon Deviant Burial Customs is the first detailed consideration of the ways in which Anglo-Saxon society dealt with social
outcasts. Beginning with the period following Roman rule and ending in the century following the Norman Conquest, it surveys a
period of fundamental social change, which included the conversion to Christianity, the emergence of the late Saxon state, and the
development of the landscape of the Domesday Book. While an impressive body of written evidence for the period survives in the
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form of charters and law-codes, archaeology is uniquely placed to investigate the earliest period of post-Roman society - the fifth
to seventh centuries - for which documents are lacking. For later centuries, archaeological evidence can provide us with an
independent assessment of the realities of capital punishment and the status of outcasts. Andrew Reynolds argues that outcast
burials show a clear pattern of development in this period. In the pre-Christian centuries, 'deviant' burial remains are found only in
community cemeteries, but the growth of kingship and the consolidation of territories during the seventh century witnessed the
emergence of capital punishment and places of execution in the English landscape. Locally determined rites, such as crossroads
burial, now existed alongside more formal execution cemeteries. Gallows were located on major boundaries, often next to
highways, always in highly visible places. The findings of this pioneering national study thus have important consequences on our
understanding of Anglo-Saxon society. Overall, Reynolds concludes, organized judicial behaviour was a feature of the earliest
Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, rather than just the two centuries prior to the Norman Conquest.
This collection of papers offers views of the interation and interdependence of Celtic and Norse populations in the the Irish Sea
region in the period 800 A.D.-1200 A.D., bringing together the work of historians, archaeologists, art- and religious-historians and
philologists
Archaeologists excavating burials often find that they are not the first to disturb the remains of the dead. Graves from many
periods frequently show signs that others have been digging and have moved or taken away parts of the original funerary
assemblage. Displaced bones and artefacts, traces of pits, and damage to tombs or coffins can all provide clues about post-burial
activities. The last two decades have seen a rapid rise in interest in the study of post-depositional practices in graves, which has
now developed into a new subfield within mortuary archaeology. This follows a long tradition of neglect, with disturbed graves
previously regarded as interesting only to the degree they revealed evidence of the original funerary deposit. This book explores
past human interactions with mortuary deposits, delving into the different ways graves and human remains were approached by
people in the past and the reasons that led to such encounters. The primary focus of the volume is on cases of unexpected
interference with individual graves soon after burial: re-encounters with human remains not anticipated by those who performed
the funerary rites and constructed the tombs. However, a first step is always to distinguish these from natural and accidental
processes, and methodological approaches are a major theme of discussion. Interactions with the remains of the dead are
explored in eleven chapters ranging from the New Kingdom of Egypt to Viking Age Norway and from Bronze Age Slovakia to the
ancient Maya. Each discusses cases of re-entries into graves, including desecration, tomb re-use, destruction of grave contents,
as well as the removal of artefacts and human remains for reasons from material gain to commemoration, symbolic appropriation,
ancestral rites, political chicanery, and retrieval of relics. The introduction presents many of the methodological issues which recur
throughout the contributions, as this is a developing area with new approaches being applied to analyze post-depositional
processes in graves.
Oxbow writes: This is the book that was to have been Sutton Hoo Vol 4! It is the great corpus of hanging bowls that was sparked
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off by Bruce-Mitford's study of the bowls found in the Sutton Hoo burial, but it outgrew that project, and despite Bruce-Mitford
continuing to work on it after he retired from the BM, he did not complete it, and it is ...
In 2004, a Cumbrian metal detectorist, Peter Adams, found a brooch in the ploughsoil, near Cumwhitton in the Eden Valley. This
was identified as a rare Viking oval brooch of ninth- or tenth-century date. These are almost always found in pairs, and in a burial
context, and a second brooch was subsequently found. Given their rarity, this was clearly of national importance, so an evaluation
was undertaken and a furnished grave was located. Several more artefacts of the same date, including part of a sword, were
found in the surrounding ploughsoil by metal detecting during the evaluation, suggesting that there was a cemetery. A major
excavation was then funded by English Heritage, as the site was under immediate threat from plough damage.Six burials were
found, dating to the early tenth century, but almost no skeletal material survived. The burials were richly furnished, with a wide
range of artefacts, including swords, spearheads, spurs, knives, and numerous other objects. These were poorly preserved, but
the careful excavation, conservation, and analysis has produced a wealth of information about their original appearance,
manufacture, and use. A rare decorated drinking horn, seax with a silver-inlaid horn handle, a locking wooden box, and a unique
group of copper alloy buckles and strap ends were especially notable.This rare opportunity has allowed the study of a closely
linked group of Viking burials, probably of a single family and seemingly of not more than two generations. It has highlighted both
the similarities and differences between the graves, which might point to some individuality in the burial rites, and the diversity of
the cultural origins of the objects that furnished them. Most importantly, this site has provided a tantalising glimpse of the cultural
origins, beliefs, and status of these people and how they may have fitted in the volatile political landscape of tenth-century
Cumbria.
Twenty-three contributions by leading archaeologists from across Europe explore the varied forms, functions and significances of
fortified settlements in the 8th to 10th centuries AD. These could be sites of strongly martial nature, upland retreats, monastic
enclosures, rural seats, island bases, or urban nuclei. But they were all expressions of control - of states, frontiers, lands,
materials, communities - and ones defined by walls, ramparts or enclosing banks. Papers run from Irish cashels to Welsh and
Pictish strongholds, Saxon burhs, Viking fortresses, Byzantine castra, Carolingian creations, Venetian barricades, Slavic
strongholds, and Bulgarian central places, and coverage extends fully from north-west Europe, to central Europe, the northern
Mediterranean and the Black Sea. Strongly informed by recent fieldwork and excavations, but drawing also where available on the
documentary record, this important collection provides fully up-to-date reviews and analyses of the archaeologies of the distinctive
settlement forms that characterized Europe in the Early Middle Ages.
In this, the first of six volumes, the main results of the excavations that the University of Oslo carried out at Kaupang from 1998 to
2003 are presented. A completely new picture is put forward of the port that Ottar visited in c.890. It is now clear that Kaupang was
one of the four Scandinavian towns that were founded around the year 800. Kaupang is connected to the power centre of
Skiringssal, to the Ynglings - the legendary Norwegian royal lineage, and to the King of the Danes - the dominant political actor in
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south-west Scandinavia. In nine of the book's 20 chapters, the excavations' finds, analyses and results are presented. Kaupang is
shown to have had several of the same features revealed in Birka, Hedeby and Ribe - i.e., a compact permanent settlement,
divided into small plots, each with a dwelling. The town could have had 400-800 inhabitants. Substantial traces of trade and
craftwork are proof of the main areas of occupation. Advanced geo- and environmental-archaeological analyses have played a
large role in interpreting the finds. In three chapters, 200 years of research on Kaupang and Skiringssal are summarised, while in
the remaining eight chapters an endeavour is made to re-establish the holistic approach to Skiringssal that dominated research
during the first 100 years. Documentary sources indicate that Skiringssal was an important royal seat in the 700s and 800s. In this
volume, these sources are put together with the archaeological and toponymical sources which, united, show a centre of power
with a clear likeness to similar places in Denmark and Sweden. A hall or sal building, presumably the Skirings-sall itself, was
excavated at Huseby, near Kaupang. Nearby, a thing site is situated by a holy lake. In this, the Yngling kings' centre of power, to
which many people came to attend thing meetings and sacrificial feasts, the town Kaupang was founded.
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